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Abstract—In this presentation we report on the current
trends for implementing distributed services that are both
scalable and resilient based on our experiences across the Red
Hat Middleware portfolio. We tackle the topics of reactive
event-driven services and distributed consensus at cloud scale.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern distributed applications are composed of multiple,
loosely-coupled services that interact over the network.
”Cloud native”, ”function-as-a-service”, or ”microservices”
are all terms that relate to this type of approach were an
application is not formed of one deliverable package (also
called a ”monolith”), but rather results of the composition
and interactions between independent networked services.
Each service typically focuses on exactly one functional
concern such as doing identity management, analytics, exposing an API for third-party services, processing images,
or feeding some machine-learning system with data from
various sources. Services may not all belong to the same
entity, so applications are typically a mix of in-house and
third-party services scattered across on-premise, private and
public clouds. There are operational benefits in having
multiple independent services reused by independent applications, including the ability to scale them in a finegrained fashion to adapt to fluctuating workloads, faster turnarounds for upgrades, and the agility to experiment with new
functionalities by introducing new services.
The flip side of the coin of having applications made
of networked services over the network is that modern
distributed systems need to embrace the network and all
the problems that come with it [1]. This includes latency
in service communications, a lower bandwidth compared to
components assembled within the same application process
and lost messages. It is not just possible to ignore distributed
systems and their challenges anymore. Middleware have a
long history of providing abstractions to tame the challenges
of distributed computing [2], and the rise of new ”serverless”
application architecture is no short of providing renewed
challenges for middleware research and practice.
In this presentation we report on the current trends, challenges and research opportunities for implementing modern
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distributed systems, based on our experiences across the Red
Hat Middleware portfolio. We will focus on reactive eventdriven services (for workload processing) and distributed
consensus at cloud scale (for consistent distributed state).
Reactive systems are both scalable as workloads grow, and
resilient as failures arise, keeping latency under control. This
requires taming the challenges of asynchronous programming [3], [4] and dealing with errors as being the norm rather
than the exception [5]. Distributed consensus is more relevant than ever as scalability drives the development of new
research and techniques to cope with current architecture
styles and workloads, both to provide practical algorithms
[6] and improve throughput [7].
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